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Geometric algebra is a powerful and practical framework for the representation and solution of geometrical problems. We believe it to be eminently suitable to those subfields of computer science in which such issues occur: computer graphics, robotics, and computer vision.We wrote this book to explain the basic structure of geometric algebra, and to help the reader become a practical user.We employ various tools to get there:

• Explanations that are not more mathematical than we deem necessary, connecting algebra and geometry at every step
• A large number of interactive illustrations to get the “object-oriented” feeling of constructions that are dependent only on the geometric elements in them (rather than on coordinates)
• Drills and structural exercises for almost every chapter
• Detailed programming examples on elements of practical applications
• An extensive section on the implementational aspects of geometric algebra (Part III of this book)

This is the first book on geometric algebra that has been written especially for the computer science audience. When reading it, you should remember that geometric algebra is fundamentally simple, and fundamentally simplifying. That simplicity will not always be clear; precisely because it is so fundamental, it does basic things in a slightly different way and in a different notation. This requires your full attention, notably in the beginning, when we only seem to go over familiar things in a perhaps irritatingly different manner. The patterns we uncover, and the coordinate-free way in which we encode them, will all pay off in the end in generally applicable quantitative geometrical operators and constructions.

We emphasize that this is not primarily a book on programming, and that the subtitle “An Object-oriented Approach to Geometry” should not be interpreted too literally. It is intended to convey that we finally achieve clean computational “objects” (in the sense of object-oriented programming) to correspond to the oriented elements and operators of geometry by identifying them with “oriented objects” of the algebra.
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Flow Cytometry: Principles and ApplicationsHumana Press, 2007


	Improvements in instrument design and computing power and the increased

	availability of fluorescent agents have led to an increased usage of flow cytometry

	in both the research and clinical settings. Flow Cytometry: Principles and

	Applications provides a comprehensive introduction to data interpretation, quality

	control...
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Haskell Quick Syntax Reference: A Pocket Guide to the Language, APIs, and LibraryApress, 2019

	
		This condensed code and syntax reference presents the essential Haskell syntax in a well-organized format that can be used as a quick and handy reference, including applications to cloud computing and data analysis. This book covers the functional programming features of Haskell as well as strong static typing, lazy evaluation,...
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Signal Detection And EstimationArtech House Publishers, 2005
This book provides an overview and introduction to signal detection and estimation. The book contains numerous examples solved in detail. Since some material on signal detection could be very complex and require a lot of background in engineering math, a chapter and various sections to cover such background are included, so that one can easily...
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ASP.NET 2.0 RevealedApress, 2003
The new version of ASP.NET includes many practical functions and a lot of  frequently requested features, including Master Pages, Themes, site navigation,  site counters and many more. And with the help of the new provider model, you  can now create many functions in so-called zero-code scenarios, without even one  line of source code. 
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Geographic Information Systems and ScienceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Geographic Information Systems and Science has become the pre-eminent textbook in its field, for students and practitioners alike. Its unique approach communicates the richness and diversity of GIS in a lucid and accessible format. This fully revised and updated second edition reinforces the view of GIS as a gateway to science and...
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Combinatorial Number Theory: Proceedings of the 'Integers Conference 2007', Carrollton, Georgia, October 2427, 2007Walter de Gruyter, 2009

	The Integers Conference 2007 was held October 24–27, 2007, at the University

	of West Georgia in Carrollton, Georgia. This was the third Integers Conference,

	held bi-annually since 2003.





	It featured sixty-four invited talks including six plenary lectures presented

	by George Andrews, Vitaly Bergelson, Bryna Kra,...
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